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Jochen Schweizer Shop 

"Strap In & Jump"

If you happen to be an adrenaline junkie who loves trying new things, look

no further than Jochen Schweizer Shop, where you can sign up to bungee

jump. The shop itself is located in the heart of Stuttgart; it is here that you

can sign up for a jump of a lifetime. After you have signed up, you will be

taken out to the jump site, which is located 80 kilometers away in the

town of Ertingen. Once at the site, be prepared for things to move quickly.

You'll be strapped in and leaping into space in no time.

 +49 711 4140 5813  www.jochen-schweizer.de/shops/jo

chen-schweizer-shops/l/ebi95

 Königstr im EG vor Saturn 26,

Stoccarda
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Stuttgart Pragfriedhof Skatepark 

"Adrenaline Spot"

Stuttgart Pragfriedhof Skatepark was designed by Matthias Bauer

Associates in 2008. Adjacent to Pragfriedhof, a 19th-Century cemetery

and among the largest of its kind in the city, this skate park is a part of a

recreational park which includes lawns, a football field, playground and a

beach volleyball court. This concrete facility is the hub of skateboarders

and BMX riders in the city. It features ramps, pipes, stair-sets, handrails

and bowls as obstacles for riders and skaters. A perfect practice arena for

avid skateboarders and bikers, it's also a place for keen enthusiasts to

catch thrilling stunts.

 +49 440 339 3977  Friedhofstraße, Pragfriedhof, Stoccarda
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DAV-Kletterzentrum Stuttgart 

"Climbing Adventures"

DAV-Kletterzentrum Stuttgart is one of the best places in town for

climbing enthusiasts. This huge, state-of-the-art climbing facility features

an indoor and outdoor area for climbers. They also provide training

courses for novices and pros alike. Their climbing walls, boulders and

routes are not only challenging but are also engaging activities. Their

outdoor zone is replete with a kids playground featuring a sandpit,

climbing wall and slide, while the bouldering section makes you feel like

you are indeed climbing a natural rock. There is an on-site bistro to take

care of your hunger pangs once you're done. Call ahead to check their

hours as they tend to vary.

 +49 711 319 5866  www.kletterzentrum-

stuttgart.de/

 info@kletterzentrum-

stuttgart.de
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Waldklettergarten Zuffenhausen 

"Action-Packed Climbing"

Waldklettergarten Zuffenhausen opened its doors in 2011 and is the only

facility of its kind in Stuttgart's northern suburbs. If you are a climbing

enthusiast, this place is the best bet for an adventure-filled day. They offer

eight courses that will suit every level, from beginner to pro. With more

than 80 elements, the obstacles laid out will surely test your athletic

ability and endurance level. Their expert staff will guide you and ensure a

safe environment for you to climb around. Dynamic and lots of fun, the

facility also offers courses for kid's birthday parties, night climbing,

schools and private events. There is a restaurant on-site as well.

 +49 15223866293  www.waldklettergarten-

stuttgart.de/zuffenhausen

 info@waldklettergarten-

stuttgart.de

 Hirschsprungallee 5,

Stoccarda
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Climbmax Kletterwelt 

"Adventurous Climbs"

If you are into climbing, then Climbmax Kletterwelt is a great option when

in Zuffenhausen. It is among the biggest climbing gyms in the country and

the first one to introduce the extremely Via Ferrata climbing facility.

Whether you are a beginner or an expert, you will enjoy this challenging

sport in their two distinct spaces. Get an adrenaline surge at their

simulated alpine mountain terrain with 3D curves, edges, intersections

and overhangs which lead to various routes as per skill level in the

Kletterhalle. Or get a hang of free climbing at the Boulderhalle. Their

expert staff will guide you and will monitor your progress to ensure safety.

They also have many courses for beginners as well as professionals.

Check out their shop on-site that features climbing gears from all top

brands such as Adidas, Scarpa, ClimbX, E9, Red Chili and Prana.

 +49 711 6997 2736  rockerei-stuttgart.de/  info@climbmax.de  Stammheimer Straße 41,

Stoccarda
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Ostfildern Skatepark 

"Thrilling Stunts"

Ostfildern Skatepark might be tucked away on Bonhoefferstraße but it is a

popular place among thrill-seeking skateboarders and BMX bikers. This

concrete terrain is replete with quarter pipes, two pyramids, a half bowl,

banked ramps, stairsets, handrails, hips and many other obstacles to

make it challenging for experts. A popular haunt with the bikers and

skateboarders in the area, the skatepark is the perfect place to catch

some spectacular stunts.

 Bonhoefferstraße, Ostfildern
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Freizeitpark Rutesheim 

"Thrilling Outdoors"

Freizeitpark Rutesheim is one of the best places in town for kids and

families, if you love the adventurous outdoors. This park is divided into

three sections and you can visit any one or all of them as time or energy

permits. Get your adrenaline pumping at the Waldhochseilgarten, with

activities like rock climbing, curling, rope climbing, night climbing, archery

and geocaching. Enhance your golfing skills at the Mini Golf & Biergarten,

or try the Pit Pat which is a combination of billiards and golf. Kraxl Alm is

the establishment's Alpine themed restaurant where you can relish

Swabian and Allgäu specialties in a unique setting. You can be sure of a

fun-filled and action-packed outing at Freizeitpark Rutesheim.

 +49 7152 908 4715  www.freizeitparkruteshei

m.de/

 info@reizeitparkrutesheim.

de
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